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Introduction

“And this is the victory that has overcome the world—our faith,” (1 John 5:4).
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Every four years, nations from around the world send their best athletes to compete in the ultimate sporting event. Each
nation selects the best gymnasts, swimmers, ball players, athletes of all kinds, and forms them into teams that compete for
the honor of their nation. Those teams work together to win a medal for their nation. Each athlete strives toward two goals
when they are working to win a medal: to achieve their personal best and to win a victory for their nation. But just because
athletes are grouped together, that doesn’t make them a team.

There’s a difference between a group and a team. A group is just a collection of people or things. A team is organized. A
team has a goal. A team works together, pooling their resources and skills, maximizing their strengths and minimizing their
weaknesses. Athletes from each nation may come to compete together, but unless they work together as a team, they have
small chance at victory.
We are all affected by team dynamics every minute of every day. Our families, our friends, our schools, our workplaces, our
hobbies, not to mention actual sports teams; they are all groups of people with similar goals or interests, but when they
organize and work together, they become a team.

A class of students can be just a group of kids of a similar age. But when that class works together to achieve a goal, they
become a team. A family can be just a group of people that happen to live in the same house. Or a family can be a team that
works together to make that house a home, that works together to support each other, that helps each other grow stronger.
A church family can be just a group of people who happen to gather in the same location to worship. Or a church family can
become a team of people that support one another, that help to strengthen one another’s faith, that combine their efforts to
carry that faith to the world. A strong faith empowers us. We’re told in 1 John 5:4, “And this is the victory that has overcome
the world—our faith.” John understood that to conquer the hurdles of this earthly life, we need faith. We can grow that faith
when we’re part of a team that works together.
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A number of qualities make a team successful, and the Bible is full of stories about people who exemplify those characteristics. Individuals from both the Old Testament and the New Testament demonstrate how vital teamwork, selflessness, devotion, leadership, and faith are to living lives that honor Christ and one another. Throughout this VBS, you’ll have an opportunity to share some of those stories with your students, while simultaneously introducing them to stellar athletes who personify each of these qualities.
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Are you ready for a team-building VBS guaranteed to run circles around the competition? If so, then lace up your running
shoes and head with us to the track for a gold medal-winning experience!

Sa

Look for
this symbol in
Block Five Track Events
for ways activities can
be altered to be inclusive
for differently abled
students.
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Awarding Medals
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A victory for a Christian doesn’t look the same as a victory for the world. During the Summer Games medals are given to
those who run fastest, jump highest, are strongest. For a Christian, victories happen when we keep pace with the slowest of
our team, kneel low to help those who are down, and allow God to use our weaknesses to show His might.
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Use this VBS as a time to encourage your students to enact the lessons they are learning. Award medals when your students
show teamwork, are selfless, show devotion, lead by example, and show their faith in the way they act.

There are several different ways in which you could choose to award medals to your athletes. Learning the Bible is an excellent way to start. Each student’s Door Decoration will have a space for five Medal stickers, one for each memory verse. When
your student is able to recite a memory verse, give them a Medal sticker to place on their Door Decoration. Your class can
also win medals by completing the Events in each lesson. You could also award medals for acts of service. Look for those
who hold doors open, who help to clean up, who befriend visitors. Then there are team medals. Award medals to the class
who is quietest or who is the fastest to take their seats when told to do so. Award medals to the largest class or for the class
with most visitors. Award medals to the class with most memory verses memorized. Encourage competition among the
classes, but emphasize the combined medal count of all the classes in your VBS. Each medal won is a victory won for Jesus.

In Preparation for Class

Before VBS begins, read this book in its entirety. Gather all the materials for each lesson in advance. Last-minute preparation
only adds to the stress level. Each lesson has its own materials list for your convenience.
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Visual Aid packets are available to help you decorate your classroom and present your lessons. You may also choose to decorate your room with the overall theme for this series. During this VBS your students are learning to be part of Jesus’ Team of
Champions. The Summer Games only occur every four years which makes this a perfect time to decorate in a truly golden style.
This VBS is specifically a Track and Field theme, but other sporting items could also be used. You could set up a training area
with weights and other sports training equipment using the Locker Backdrop as a background.
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Hang the Welcome Banner near the entrance to welcome your athletes as they arrive. The directional signs from the Sign Assortment
will point the way to Servant Stadium (auditorium) and Disciples’ Locker Room (classrooms). The start of the Summer Games
each year is the lighting of the cauldron. You can draw one on butcher paper, place a large urn on a podium, or learn how to
make your own cauldron with “flickering flames” using directions from our Pinterest page. Then have a relay using the 3-D Tissue Torch. Hang the Go for Gold Banner where it will be a shining encouragement for your team. You can also create a medal board
where you can tally your Gold Medal Stickers.
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And don’t forget the Jumbo Cutouts of our team, some of the fastest animals we know,
Blur the Cheetah, Bolt the Blue Wildebeest, Dash the Pronghorn Antelope, Fleet
the Falcon, and Jett the Brown Hare. Let our ideas be a starting point for your own
creativity. Tap into those creative minds in your congregation early, and give them
a chance to create a memorable setting for these lessons.
Strive to go into this teaching opportunity with a positive attitude. You will likely
have many of your congregation’s students in class, along with friends and neighbors who get invited. You never know who God might bring to your class or the
lasting impact you might have on students and their families. Early preparation will
help your confidence and increase your effectiveness. Be flexible and have fun!

Most importantly, prepare for yourself a good attitude. Teaching can be a stressful experience, especially during Vacation Bible School, when attendance is up
and your class is overflowing with students with whom you may not be familiar.
Remember that preparation reduces anxiety, and the happier you are, the happier
4your students will be and the more they will learn. Good luck! Have fun!

Be sure to check
out our Pinterest
page for some
great decorating
and snack ideas!
pinterest.com/
promiseVBS
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Teamwork
Lesson One
Memory Verse:
Ecclesiastes 4:9
“Two are better than one,
because they have a good reward for their labor.”

Reproducible Pages
Available on the
Multi-media CD!

Bible Story:
Friends team up to bring a paralyzed man to Jesus
(Mark 2:1-5)
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Song Suggestions:
Victory in Jesus
They’ll Know We are Christians
Blest Be the Tie That Binds
Who Will Follow Jesus
God’s Family
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Preparatory Considerations:
1. This class is divided into seven “blocks” of instruction. To ensure that all the material is covered, you will want to consider
carefully each block of instruction in preparation for class.
2. Read all the Scripture referenced in the lesson.
3. Make

sure that all materials are prepared for the students’ use. The following materials will be required for this class:
• Student Books
• Visual Aids—Memory Verse Flame and Torch (optional: Cauldron); Blur the Cheetah; Story Time Bible Book
• Visual Aids marked Lesson One—Talent Toss
• Bible
• bean bag or other soft object to throw (Block Five)
• small treats (Block Five)
• two baskets (Block Five)
• cup or plastic mug with handle (Block Five)

Lesson One
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Warm Up

• Welcome students.
• Record attendance.
• Introduce the theme.
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GREETING

Begin by welcoming the students to class. Hello, boys and
girls! I am so glad to see each of you here at VBS. Are
you excited to be here? (Response) I am excited, too!
We are going learn many wonderful things, and we are
going to have fun, too!
Introduce yourself and any co-teachers as Athletic Trainers. Then continue by explaining the importance of VBS. I
am excited because I have many wonderful things to
share with you. It is always exciting when we can come
together and learn about Jesus and the way He wants
us to live. Jesus is happy with us when we worship Him
and learn about Him.
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Explain the theme of the VBS. In this VBS, we are going to
learn about being on a team. Do you know what a team
is? (Response) A team is a group of people who work
together. This week we are all going to be on the same
team? Do you know what team that is? (Response) We are
all members of Jesus’ Team of Champions! That makes
each of you important. Did you know that you are important? (Response) You are! There are many things that
we must know if we are going to be members of Jesus’
team. During this VBS we are going to learn what Jesus
wants us to do to be members of His team. Jesus wants
us to learn how to treat each other. I want each of you to
look at the others around you. (Response) The other children you see are your teammates. Since each of you is
important, we need to learn how to treat our teammates
because they are important, too.
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As I told you, we are also going to have a lot of fun
during this VBS. As we learn what it means to be a good
team member and how to treat our teammates, we
are also going to learn about a sport called track and
field. Have any of you ever heard of track and field?
(Response) Do you know what a race is? (Response) Many

of the events in track and field involve running races
on a track or seeing how high or how far the athletes
can jump. There are hurdle races where runners try to
run as fast as they can while jumping over obstacles
called hurdles. There are high jumps where jumpers try
to jump as high as they can over a tall pole. There are
relay races where a team of runners go as fast as they
can, working together to carry a stick called a baton
around the track. The first runner runs fast as he can,
then hands the baton to the next runner while they are
both running! They have to train together to make sure
they can stay in step with each other as they run. They
have to work together to make sure they don’t drop the
baton when they pass it to their teammate.
Each member of a track and field team has a special
talent. Some of them can run very fast. Some of them
can jump very high. Some of them can run for long
distances. Each of them has a special talent that makes
them an important part of the team. The same is true
for Jesus’ Team of Champions. Each of us has a special
talent that makes us an important member of Jesus’
Team.

Have you ever been in a race? Do you know what is
said to prepare runners for a race? (Response.) On your
marks, get set, go! On your marks means all of the
runners line up on the marks on the track so they are all
starting from the same point. Get set means the runners
should move into their starting positions, ready for the
call. Go is the call for them to start running. Are you
ready to learn about what it takes to be a member of
Jesus’ Team of Champions? Then let me hear you say,
On Your Marks (repeat), Get Set (repeat), Go! Very good!
Before we start, let’s get to know each of you a little
better. Let’s sing a song so we can hear each of your
names.

Hello Song
Rotate through song until every student has been mentioned.

Audio Tracks Available on the Multi-media CD!
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(See page 48.)
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Blur the Cheetah
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• Introduce the lesson topic, Teamwork.
• Explain that teamwork can only happen when you work together to achieve a common goal.
• Explore characteristics of a good team.
Before class, remove Blur the Cheetah from the Visual Aid Package, and glue a craft stick to the back of the puppet. (Or you
could use the Blur the Cheetah finger puppet.) Hold Blur the Cheetah in your hand as you speak to the students.
TEACHER: Team, we have a special guest with us here
today. Everyone say hello to Blur! (Response.)
BLUR: Hello, everyone! Are you on a team too?

TEACHER: We are! We are all members of Jesus’ Team of
Champions. Would you like to join our team?

BLUR: (uncertainly) Well, I’m already a member of a track
and field team. Can I be on more than one team at once?
TEACHER: Of course! We are all members of many
different teams. Your family is a team. Your school is a
team. Your church family is a team. A team is a group of
people that all work together.
BLUR: I guess you are right! What does your team do?

BLUR: A sprinter is someone who can run very fast for
short distances. I’m a cheetah, and cheetahs are excellent sprinters. (proudly) I can go from 0 to 68 miles per
hour in just 3 seconds.
TEACHER: Wow! That’s fast.

BLUR: That’s my special skill that I contribute to my
team. I can sprint for short distances. That’s important
in a relay team. We carry a special stick called a baton.
The first team member runs very fast holding the baton.
Then they pass the baton to the next member. It takes a
lot of practice and teamwork because you have to pass
the baton while you are both running as fast as you can
without dropping the baton.
TEACHER: That sounds hard!
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TEACHER: We work together to help each other live as Jesus would want us to live. We care for each other, we help
other people, and we follow Jesus, God’s Son. He came to
earth to show us the best way to live and to please God.

TEACHER: And a sprinter is…

BLUR: That sounds wonderful. I would love to be a
member of your team. What do I need to do?
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TEACHER: This week at VBS we are learning how to work
together on Jesus’ team by studying a sport called track
and field.
BLUR: (excited) But that’s my team! That’s the sport I do!
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TEACHER: That’s why I asked you here today. I know
how well your team works together, supporting and
encouraging each other. That is what we need to do as
part of Jesus’ team. I was hoping you could tell us a little
more about track and field.
BLUR: Sure! There are several different events in track
and field: running, high jump, long jump, hurdles, and
my specialty, the relay team.
TEACHER: What is a relay team?
BLUR: A relay team is four runners, four of the very best
sprinters.

BLUR: It is! It takes lots of practice and lots of faith in
your team mates. You have to practice together, work
together, encourage each other.
TEACHER: That sounds a lot like what we do as members of Jesus’ team.
BLUR: Really?
TEACHER: Yes. You mentioned that your special skill is
sprinting, running very fast for short distances. Each
of us on Jesus’ team has a special skill that we use to
help our team. Some of us are good at making people
feel welcome. They show with a big smile that they are
happy to make new friends. Who out there is good at
smiling? Can you show me a big smile? (Response)
BLUR: Wow! Those smiles make me so happy!
TEACHER: Me too! And some of us are good at helping.
Do I have any helpers out there today? Would anyone
like to help me? (Response) We are going to take part in
a relay today. This is a torch relay. We are going to carry
a torch with our memory verse and light the cauldron to
start our Memory Verse Flame.
Lesson One
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Memory Verse Relay
Before class begins, remove the Memory Verse Flames, Torch, and Cauldron from the Visual Aid Package, and prepare the
visuals as instructed. Cut out the Memory Verse Flame for Lesson One. You could also roll a piece of construction paper into a
cone, and tape the Memory Verse Flame to the wide end of the cone. Or use the 3-D Tissue Torch available from Promise VBS.
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Do you know what a relay is? A relay is where runners take turns running. There is a special relay run during the Summer Games. The runners carry a torch and pass the flame of that torch from runner to runner. The runners who carry
the torch have to run long distances, sometimes through bad weather, sometimes over rough ground, to carry the
flame to the next runner.

God’s Word is like that flame. We should pass God’s Word on to others so that everyone can know the wise and wonderful things that God has to say. Today we are going to pass on one verse of God’s Word. Can you help me pass the
Memory Verse Flame? Hand the torch to one student, and have them carry the torch around the room. If you have time, you
may want to have more than one child carry the torch, passing it from child to child in a relay. Have the last child carry the
Memory Verse Torch to the Cauldron. Help the student holding the torch remove the Memory Verse Flame from the Torch and
press it to the Cauldron on the wall.
Today’s memory verse says, “Two are better than one, because they have a good reward for their labor” (Ecclesiastes
4:9). If you have a big job to do, does it go faster if you work by yourself or if a friend helps you? If you have a heavy
load to carry, is it easier to carry it by yourself, or is it lighter if a friend helps you carry the load? When a team works
together, they can do so much more! God wants us to work together to help others. He wants each of us to use our
special talents to help the team. That is teamwork!

Champion Team Cheer
Action Rhyme
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See page 47.
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Arrange students standing in a circle in a large, open area. Stand in the center of the circle. Okay, teammates! If we are going to learn to be members of Jesus’ Team of Champions, we must learn the
Champion Team Cheer. Perform the following action rhyme with the students. Instruct them to watch
you, and perform the actions as you say the words. Recite the action rhyme slowly so students will have
time to complete the actions. Perform each action as you say each line. This activity will be performed
during each VBS session. The students will become more familiar with the actions as VBS progresses.
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Bible Story Time

• Explore the Bible story of a paralyzed man whose friends teamed up to take him to Jesus for forgiveness and healing.
• Discover how working together can bring others to Jesus.

In a moment, we will play some games, sing songs, and do our Student Book pages, all of which will help us learn
about teamwork. But first we will hear a Bible story that will teach us about a team of four men who worked together
and brought their friend to Jesus. Before we begin, let’s sing our Story Time Song.
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Audio Tracks Available on the Multi-media CD!

(See page 48.)
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Story Time Song

Friends Bring a Paralyzed Man to Jesus
Remove the Story Time Bible Book from the Visual Aid Packet. Turn to the first group of pictures, and show the corresponding
pictures as you read the following story. Scriptural reference: Mark 2:1-12

PICTURE ONE
Jesus was a very good teacher. He loved to teach others
about the way they should live, the way that would
make them and God happy. Everywhere Jesus went,
many people would come to hear Him teach.

But when the men got to the house where Jesus was,
the house was full. The door was even filled with people, and there was no way to get in.
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One day Jesus was teaching inside a house. When the
people of that city heard that Jesus was in the house,
they all came to hear Him teach. So many people came
to see Jesus that the house became full and no one else
could get in.

In that same city lived a man who could not walk. This
man had some very good friends. He had four good
friends that had heard about Jesus. They knew Jesus
could make their friend walk. Those friends all worked
together and carried their friend to the house where
Jesus was teaching.

PICTURE TWO

The four friends knew they must get their friend to Jesus so Jesus
could help him. But how would they get their friend inside the
house? Those friends worked together and came up with a plan.
They took the man who could not walk up onto the roof of the
house. Then this team of friends worked together to tear a hole in
the roof above where Jesus was teaching! When they had made a
hole in the roof, they carefully lowered their friend down to Jesus.
The people inside the house probably were surprised when they
saw the men lowering their friend through a hole in the roof.

PICTURE THREE

Jesus knew that this man and his friends all believed
in Him. They showed that they believed by working
together to bring their friend to Jesus. They knew Jesus
could make the man well, and that is exactly what Jesus
did.

Jesus told the man, “Get up. Take up your bed and go
home.” Just then, the man who had not been able to
walk got up and picked up his bed. Then he walked out
of the house and went home. Everyone in the house
was amazed. They had never seen anything like it.
Lesson One
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Training Manual
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Allow the students to complete the Bible Story Activity from Lesson One in their Student Books.

5

Track Events

• Reinforce the lesson.
• Create a hands-on learning experience that will solidify the lesson in the students’ minds.
• Have fun!
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The following activities are all designed with the same purpose in mind—to reinforce the lesson. They are not listed in any
certain order; there are a number of ways you can choose to coordinate them. Depending on the number of students, the
number of teachers available, the size of your classroom, and the time allotment, you may decide to perform these activities
one at a time with the entire class or separate your class into small groups and rotate through stations. Obviously, you may
even opt to pick which activities work best for you and only perform those activities. However, it is important for this age group
that each group of students has adult supervision.

Talent Toss

Sa

Materials needed: Visual Aid marked Lesson One—Talent Toss
bean bag or other soft object to throw
Before class begins, separate the Visual Aid titled Talent Toss into six different pieces, cutting along the lines provided. Five of
the six cards depict an activity that children of this age can do as an important part of Jesus’ team. The sixth card is a Memory Verse Card. Place the cards on the floor in a horizontal line with a few inches between each card. Arrange the students
in a single file line facing the cards. Give the bean bag to the first student, and instruct him to attempt to toss it onto one of
the cards. If the student misses, allow him to try again. When he hits a card, discuss what is happening in the card and how
this activity is something that the student can do to help out Jesus’ team. For example, if the beanbag lands on the card that
shows a child who is singing, discuss how singing can be an encouragement to other members of Jesus’ team. If the beanbag lands on the card that shows a child coloring a picture, discuss how making a get-well card or just coloring a picture for
someone can brighten their day. If a child lands on the Memory Verse card, all of the students should say the memory verse
together. Continue until all students have had a turn at throwing the bean bag or as long as you wish.
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Joining Jesus’ Team of Champions
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Arrange the chairs in a circle facing outward, one chair for each student, minus one. SAY: If we want to be a member of
Jesus’ Team of Champions, we need to lead others to Jesus, just as the four friends in today’s story brought their friend
to Jesus. Choose one student to be the Team Leader. All the other students should sit in the chairs. The Team Leader should
begin walking around the outside of the circle of students. The Team Leader can stop at any time, take the hand of another
student, and say, “Come with me to see Jesus.” She should hold the Team Leader’s hand, and begin following him around the
circle. At any time, the second student can stop and grab the hand of a third student, saying, “Come with us to see Jesus.” Continue this until every student is standing up and walking around the circle. At that time, you should shout, “It’s time to worship
Jesus!” When you do, all the students should race to find an open chair and sit down. The student who is left standing is the
next Team Leader. Play as long as you wish. Upon conclusion, discuss that one way we can bring our friends closer to Jesus is
by inviting them to worship with us.

Teamwork Relay
Materials needed: small treats
		
two baskets
		
cup or plastic mug with handle

Clear a large open area in the classroom and stand the students at one end of the room. At the opposite end of the room,
place a basket of small treats (one treat for each student). Near the students, set an empty basket on the floor.
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SAY: We often cannot accomplish our goals by ourselves. It sometimes takes all of us working together as a team to get
things done. I am going to give each of you a treat, but you are going to have to work together to get it. You can only
enjoy your treats after they have all been moved one at a time to the empty basket.
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Pair up your students, and have them line up behind the
start line. Give one student in the first pair a cup. Your pairs
must work as a team to make their way from the start line
to the treat basket without losing contact with each other.
They may hold hands, link arms, place a hand on the other’s
shoulder, etc, but they must remain in physical contact. (If
you have students who don’t like to be touched, provide
a bandanna; the students can each hold one end of the
bandanna) Together, each pair must make their way from
the start line to the treat basket. The student not holding the
cup must pick up a treat and put it in the cup. They will then
return to the other side of the room and put the treat in the
basket at the start line. They will then hand the cup to the
next pair of students who must make their way to the treat
basket. Continue play until all of the treats are in the basket
by the start line. Once all the treats have been moved from
one basket to the other, celebrate! Allow them to enjoy their
treats. While they do so, remind them of the importance of
teamwork and how each of them was important in performing this task.

If you have students who
are differently abled, pair
them up with a buddy, an
older student or an assistant.
A student who cannot see
can be guided by a buddy
who can see. A student in a
wheelchair can hold the cup
while they are pushed by
their buddy.

Lesson One
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Finish Line

 eview this lesson.
•R
• Offer some final thoughts.
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Materials: Blur the Cheetah
Gather the students at a table or other seated area, and
remove Blur the Cheetah from the Visual Aid Package. Have
Blur the Cheetah review the lesson with the students.

Let’s sing some songs that teach us more about being a
good team. Sing with me, okay!
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Can anyone tell me something we learned in our Bible
story for this lesson? Allow students to share comments
about the Bible story. Very good! You were really listening! We learned about a group of friends who showed
good team work. They worked together to carry the
man who could not walk to Jesus. They worked together to make a plan. They worked together to tear a hole
in the roof of the house. They worked together to lower
their friend into the house. Through working together
they were able to bring their friend to Jesus.

If we are going to be on Jesus’ team, He expects each
of us to do our part. We all have special talents that we
can contribute to the team. Every one of us is important, and He wants each of us to do our part. Working
together is an important part of being a member of
Jesus’ team.
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Audio Tracks Available on the Multi-media CD!

Teamwork Tunes
(See page 48.)

Lesson One
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Memory Verse
Materials: Blur the Cheetah (Have Blur help review the memory verse.)
Does anyone remember our memory verse? Let’s say it again together. Repeat after me.

Ecclesiastes 4:9
“Two are better than one, because they
have a good reward for their labor.”

PRAYER

e

When we work together, we can do so much more than when we work alone. If we are going to be on Jesus’ team, we
must learn to do our part to pitch in and help the team. That is what we call teamwork. I think this would be a good
time to say a prayer to God. We can thank Him for giving us such a wonderful team. We can ask Him to help us use our
special talents to help the team. Before we pray to God, let’s sing our Prayer Song.

Audio Tracks Available on the Multi-media CD!
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Prayer Song

7

(See page 48.)

Cool Down

Allow the students to complete the Application Activity from Lesson One in their Student Books.

Lesson One
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